SentinelOne | Autonomous Al Platform
One platform to prevent, detect, respond, and hunt in the context of
all enterprise assets. See what has never been seen before. Control the
unknown. All at machine speed.
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Multiple patented AI
algorithms protect against the
widest array of threat vectors.
Eliminate dependency on
connectivity, cloud latency,
and human intervention. Ondevice AI prevents known and
unknown threats in real time.

Devices self defend and
heal themselves by stopping
processes, quarantining,
remediating, and even rolling
back events to surgically keep
endpoints in a perpetually
clean state. Hunt more
and pivot less.

SentinelOne Ranger
transforms every device
into a sentinel, mapping and
enforcing the enterprise IoT
footprint. Hunt rogue devices,
ensure vulnerability hygiene,
and segment devices with
dynamic policies.

Deploy autonomous CWPP
across cloud, container,
and server workloads. The
building blocks of your
secure cloud transformation
are visibility, file integrity
monitoring, protection,
and compliance.

SentinelOne Delivers Security and Business Wins
Enterprise Proven
SentinelOne has built solutions to meet your organization’s infrastructure needs.
Scalable, Cloud and On-Premise Management, Offline Support, and a Robust API.

Single, Holistic Agent
Lightweight and high-performance. PC, Mac, Linux, VDI. We have you covered. Security in
real-time on the device, and fully autonomous.

Security Integrations
Our product can serve as platform or as integrator. SentinelOne currently has
15 integrations for our customers including Splunk, Fortinet, Okta, BigFix, and Tanium.

Certified & Recognized
We have worked with the security industry and specific verticals to be compliant and proven.
Gartner, NSS Labs, AV-Test, AV-Comparatives, MRG Effitas, PCI-DSS, and HIPAA, to name a few.

Securing the Best of the Best
At SentinelOne, customers are #1. Global industry leaders across every vertical thoroughly test and select us as their endpoint
security solution of today and tomorrow. We protect trillions of dollars of enterprise value across millions of endpoints. The
SentinelOne platform safeguards the world’s creativity, communications, and commerce on devices and in the cloud.
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“It is a superb product in every sense, and
I would not hesitate to recommend this to
everyone”

“Does advanced AV and EDR right –
effective and easy to deploy”

“Simplicity and time to production is
unmatched. Powerful tool and not overly
complicated”

“Don’t let the ease of use and deployment
fool you. This is the real deal”

Exceptional Third-Party Test Results

READY FOR A DEMO? Visit the SentinelOne website for more details.
www.SentinelOne.com | Sales@SentinelOne.com
+1-855-868-3733 | 605 Fairchild Dr, Mountain View, CA 94043

